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site specific {justice} residency Tuesday, March 26, 2013 6:10 AM

"Todd Lester" <tl_lester@yahoo.com>
"Wander - Puck Verkade" <puck@go-wander.org>
tl_lester@yahoo.com

Hi Puck,
How are you?

May I firstly ask for an intro to the guy we met at the Impakt Festival in Utrecht?

Also, I'm sorry it's taken so long to reply with my ideas about the 'site specific {justice} residency' ... busy, busy days!

- I think Wander could offer this on an ongoing basis so that it becomes practical for the users; what I mean is that it
would be hard to designate one specific month a year for the residency b/c that would impinge on an artist needing to
be in the Hague at a certain time for a certain hearing, case, meeting, etc from using the set-up; I do think funders will
understand that you need funds for something that happens for one month in the year either as a whole block or
piecemeal
- I see this as a constant thread through your other programmes rather than a rigid programme itself; it need not over-
exert itself; by laying calm it builds strength and practical usage; I'll help you curate it and get the word out if you do it;
I'll help you get it in front of artists for whom justice is a part of their practice already; ones who'll get the idea
immediately; the art/forensics residency I just sent could be a sort of model
- the particular artists I mentioned to you are Rajkamal Kahlon (http://www.rajkamalkahlon.com) and Lynn Stewart
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lynne_Stewart) who is also a poet, but there are many many more.
- I think you could use it in a variety of ways: (i) artist needing access to court, trial, legal/judicial expert, organization,
e.g. Inst for Historical Justice & Reconciliation; (ii) treating topic of justice / state of nature broadly defined; and/or (iii)
for an artist in distress (this pulls from the freeDimensional playbook... ideally it would be a mix of the three.

I have some more notes, but this gets us started.

Until soon
Todd
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